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Introduction

We discuss an imbedding problem of a closed, connected, oriented 3-mani-
fold into a given compact connected 4-manifold, which arises from certain sig-
nature invariants of 3-manifold associated with its cyclic coverings. Our main
result is the following:

Theorem. For any compact, connected (orientable or non-orientable) 4-
manifold W (with or without boundary), there exist infinitely many closed, connect-
ed, orientable 3-manifolds M which cannot be imbedded in W.

For a closed orientable 4-manifold W, this is a direct consequence of [8,
Theorem 3.2] and, for an orientable 4-manifold PFwith boundary, we can prove
it by using the doubling technique for W. Thus the main concern in this paper
is for a non-orientable 4-manifold W.

The proof of Theorem is given in §3. In §2, a classification of the types
of imbeddings of M into a closed 4-manifold W is given. Section 1 is devoted
to the calculation of the signatures of the finite cyclic covers of a homology
handle M. We can express these signatures in terms of the local signatures of
M under a certain condition on the Alexander polynomial of M, where the Ale-
xander polynomial of a homology handle is defined in the same way as in the
case of knots (cf. [3, Definition 1.3]). Let σa(M) be the local signature of M
at « G [ - 1 , 1], which is an analogue of the Milnor signature of a knot (cf. [9]).
Let σ(n)(M) be the signature of w-fold cyclic cover of M (whose definition is given
in Section 1 where σ{n)(M) is denoted by <rv0°(My(n))). Then the following
will be shown.

Proposition 1.3. If the Alexander polynomial of M has no 2n-th root of
unity, then

n-l

— / ' v—"V ' ' (
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where #y=cos ϋπln)> / = 0 , 1, •••, n.

This result reveals a connection between the signatures of finite cyclic covers
of a homology handle and the local signatures of its infinite cyclic cover. When
n=2 the assumption of the above proposition is always satisfied. So we have
the following formula, which will be used in §3 to prove Theorem for a non-
orientable 4-manifold W.

Corollary 1.4. σ ( 2 ) (M)=Σ_ 1 < α < 1 sign(a) σa{M).

Throughout this paper, all manifolds and all maps between manifolds will
be assumed to be smooth.

I would like to thank my advisor Professor Akio Kawauchi for suggesting
the problem to me and for his advice and encouragement.

1. Signatures of Finite Cyclic Covers of a Homology Handle

In this section, we consider the signature of the ra-fold cyclic cover of a
homology handle.

Throughout this paper, we use Kawauchi's notations for signatures and local
signatures of a 3-manifold; for a closed oriented 3-manifold M equipped with
an element <γ^H\M; Z), σ\M) denotes the signature of (M, γ) and σl(M),
α G [ ~ l , 1], denotes the local signature of (M, <γ) at a. For the definitions of
these invariants, see [6] and also [4], [5], [7]. (Local singatures were first con-
sidered in [9, Section 5] for the exterior of a knot in S3.) In this section, Zζf)
(resp. R<f}) denotes the group ring over the infinite cyclic group <£> generated
by t with coefficient ring the ring Z of integers (resp. the field R of real num-
bers).

Now let M be an oriented homology handle, that is, a compact oriented 3-
manifold having the homology isomorphic to that of S2 X S1 (cf [3]), and γ be
a fixed generator of H\M; Z) = [M, S1]. Using the transversality of a map
M-^S1 representing γ, we can find a closed, connected, oriented surface V in
M representing the Poincarέ dual of 7. V is called a leaf of γ (cf [6]).

We choose an orientation of Mχ[— 1, 1] so that Mχl with the induced
orientation is identified with M. LetiV(F) be a bicollar neighborhood of V
in M. Let Wc=Mχ[-l, l ]- int (iV(F)χ[-l/2, 1/2]) (^[7]). There is a
natural diffeomorphism N(V)x[—1/2, 1/2]^VxD2. Let V be a handlebody
such that dV is diffeomorphic to V. By identifying 3 ( F χ 5 1 ) with VxS1=
d(N(V) X [-1/2, 1/2]) c Wc, we get a compact 4-manifold Wc= Wc U VX S1 with
boundary diffeomorphic to i l ί U - M . By the Pontrjagin/Thom construction,
we have an element *?C^H\WC\ Z) such that %JMx l = γ , yc\Mχ(— ί)=0 and
T J F X A S 1 is represented by the natural projection VχS1->S1. Taking a com-
pact, oriented 4-manifold Wo bounded by M, we can cap the component
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M χ ( - l ) of dWc and finally get a 4-manifold W^W^WQ with boundary M.
Define an element j^IP(W;Z) by j\Wc=7c and y\W0=0. Note that
β(Wy <γ)=(M, γ) and 7 has a leaf Uy={Vx[lj2, l])U(Pχ*0)> where ^ e S 1 is
the point such that d{Vχxo) = Vx(ϊl2)(ZdWc.

For each positive integer n> let pn: M^n)-^M(resp. P Λ : W ^ - ^ ί F ) be the
w-fold cyclic covering of M (resp. W) associated with the mod n reduction y(n)
(resp. y(n)) of γ (resp. γ). If fy: M->Sι (resp./y: W-+S1) is a map represent-
ing γ (resp. γ), then the covering^: My(Λ)->M(resp. Pn: W^n)->W) is defined
to be the fibered product of fy (resp. fy) with the natural n-fold covering qn:
S1—>S1, z\->zn, where zξΞS1 is considered as a complex number with unit norm.
The lift/£°: Mfrn)-*Sι (resp./£°: Wy(n)-*Sl) oίfy (resp. fy) by qn is determined
by γ (resp. γ) up to homotopy. The homotopy calss of fy

n) (resρ./£°) is denot-
ed by 7(»>e[Mγ(Λ)) 5 l ] - i P ( M i ( B ) ; Z) (resp. 7(n)^[W,(nh S^H^W^y, Z)).
Note that d(WVM, γ ( s ))=(Mγ(B ) ) γ(Λ)) and that γ((<) (resp. γ (β)) has as its leaf a
component of the pre-image of F(resp. Uy) by the projection pn: M^n)-*M
(resp.PΛ: W,M-^W).

Since Wy(2n) is the 2-fold cyclic cover of Wy^n) associated with the mod 2
reduction of γ ( n ), we have, by [7, Lemma 4.3],

σyCn\My(n)) = sign H^ ( 2 M )—2 sign Wy(n) .

To calculate sign Wy(mh note that Wy(m)=Wim) U P x ^ l K U Ŵ o), where
FF^5 denotes the w-fold cyclic cover of Wc associated with the mod m reduction
of γJW^. Since sign FxS 1 —0, the Novikov additivity implies sign Wy(m)=
sign W(

c

m)+m sign Wo. Therefore

σ*n\My{n)) = sign W™-2 sign W? .

Thus the calculation is reduced to that of sign W(

c

m). For the calculation,
we use, instead of W{

c

m\ the m-fold cyclic branched cover W{Jn) = W(hn) UVxD2

of MX [—1, 1] = WC{] VxD2 branched along FxO. Note that, by the Novikov
additivity and sign VχD2=0, sign T^m )=sign W(

c

m\
Let L: HX(V\ R)xHλ(V\ R)-^R be the linking form defined by L(x9y)=

LinkM(^, Cy) for x=[cx], y=[cy]^Hι(V; Λ), where cf denotes the translation of
the cycle cy in the positive normal direction and LinkM(^Λ, cy) is the linking
number of cx with Cy~(cf. [6, p. 53 and p.77]). A matrix representing L for some
basis of H^V; R) is called a linking matrix on HX{V\ R). Let T: lfrlM)->W<M)

be the natural extension of the generator T: Wim)->Wim) of the group of cover-
ing transformations of the covering Pm\W(

c

m): W(

c

m)-^WC which is specified by
ϊe\We. Let Intfrc-o: H2(Wim); R)xH2(Wim); R)->R be the intersection form
on W(

c

m). Take a basis {ely e2, " ,er} for HX{V\R), By a standard argument
due to [11] or [2] and used in [7, Lemma 3.3], we have the following.
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L e m m a 1.1. There exist elements el9 •••, er, er+1, •••_, es in H2(Wim);R)

such that e» »., er, T*ely •••, T*ers ••-, T\'2 eu —, T%~2 erί er+1, —, e j o m α

for H2(]^(

c

m); R) and such that, for i,j<>r andp, £ = 0 , 1, —, m—2,

ety T% βj) = -

if I ί -

L(eoes) if p =

and, for i = l , 2, —, ί, j > r awrf ft=0, 1, —, ί»—2,

Let S be the subspace of H2(Wim); R) generated by T}* eiy i=l, •••, rj=
0, 1, •••, m~2. It is easily seen that the form (Int#c»o | £, T* \6) is isomorphic to
the symmetric ^-form of L defined in [11] (although the coefficient in [11] is
rational). Recall that the symmetric Zm-form of L is the pair (L(m\ τm) of sym-
metric bilinear form Um): Hm-ιxHm-ι->R and isometry τm: Hm-ι-+Hm-1 oϊLM

of order m, defined by

L(m\xy y) == Σ (L(πi(x), 7r, (v))+L(7r, (j), πi(x)))

- Σ (L(*M(X), *i(y))+L(*i+i(y)> *&)))

and

OT-l

τu(x) = Σ «ι+i TΓiW— Σ

for x^y^H1*1"1, where Hm"1 denotes the (m— l)th Cartesian product of the real
vector space H=HX(V; R), and π{: Jffl"-1-*flrand ^ : H-+Hm-\i=\, 2, - , w - l )
are the z'-th coordinate projection and imbedding respectively.

Thus we have proved the following.

Proposition 1.2. σ^(Mγ ( Λ ))-signL( 2 Λ )-2signL ( Λ ).

By using Proposition 1.2, we can express σ*°°(M}(rt)) in terms of local signa-

tures σ\{M) of (M, 7).

Proposition 1.3. If the Alexander polynomial A^{t)^Zζf} of the homology
handle (M, 7) has no 2n-th root of unity, then

Since | ^ γ ( l ) | = l for any homology handle (M, 7) (cf [3, Theorem 1.4]),
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Ay(f) always has no 4-th root of unity. Thus the following simple formula is
given.

Corollary 1.4. For any homology handle (M, γ),

o**{Mia))= Σ sign(α) σ\{M).

To prove Proposition 1.3, we need some lemmas. Let H1c~l=Hm~1®
C(m>2) and L(

c

w): H^xH^-^C be the Hermitian form of LM in the usual
sense (cf. [11, 3.6. Note]). The isometry τm: Hm~ι-^Hm~ι of L ( w ) extends to the
isometry (also denoted by τm) Hm"1®C->Hm~1®C of Lg") naturally. Let Eu(ζ)
be the eigenspace of He"1 corresponding to the eigenvalue f e C of τm: ϋΠ?"1-*

Lemma 1.5. If m=pq, p, q>0, and ζp is a primitive p-th root of unity,
then

μ: Ep(ζp) - Em(ζp), μ(z) = -J= Σ Σ ti$pι nγ\z)

is an isometry between L^\Ep^p) and Lc

m)\EmUP)> where πγ}: Hk

c~
ι-+Hc and ι(jk):

Hc-^Hc~
ι are the j-th coordinate projection arid imbedding respectively on Hk

c~
ι

Proof. First we show that

7*: Ep(ζp) -* HΓ1, ft*) = Σ Σ W,,*ΫX*)

is an injection and the image of ~μ is Em(ζp). In fact, by solving the equation
τk z=ζp z{k=p> m) directly, we can check that

*, Σ VPx, - , Σ S x ^ m r 1 ; χ^Hc = H®c\

and Em(ζp)=ηz(Ep{ζp)), from which the injectivity of ~μ is obvious.
Since spaces Ep(ζp) and Em(ζp) are such ones as described above, we can

easily calculate Lφfafa), jz(y)) for x,y^Ep(ζp) and have

which means that μ={lj\/Ί]) ~β is an isometry between Lψ \Ep(ζp) and L^
This completes the proof.

For ωGC, | ω | = 1, ωφ 1, define a Hermitian form L(ω): (H®C)X (H®C)-

Cby

L(ω)(x®a,y®β) - α£((l-aθ L(Λ,y)+(l-ω) L{y, x))
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for x,y^H and a, J 8 G C . The following lemma is well-known (cf [11, 4.7]).

Lemma 1.6. Let p(>2) be an integer. If ζp is a primitive p-th root of
unity, then the form L(ζp) is isomorphic to the restriction to Ep(ζp) of the form L%\

Let ωx=xJr\/ί — χ2i^Cy x^[— 1, 1], For any real square matrix A, de-
fine a ί-Hermitian Rζt>-matήx

A-® = (2-(t+n) ((ί-ή A+(i-n A?) .

Kawauchi [6, §5] considered the "local signatures" σ7(A), flG[-1, 1], of A
which are defined by σ7(^4)=limjC.>β_0 sign A~(ωx)-—limx+a+Q sign A~~(ωx) for αE
(—1, 1) and σT(A)=liτnx^1_Q sign A~(ωx)y crl](^!)=sign (^4+^4T)—limx^_1+0 sign

Lemma 1.7. For ωfl(φ 1) satisfying rankσ(^4—ωa AT)=mnkR<t>(A—tA'r)>

sign ((l-ω f l) A+(ί-ωa) AΎ) = ̂ σ7(A) .

Proof. Note that A-(t)=(\-t)2{\-rι)(A-rιAΎ). Let x1<x2<-<xr

be the all points in the interval (a, 1) satisfying rankc(^4—mx., ^4τ)<rankΛ<ί>(^4—
t'1 AΎ). By assumption, rankc(A—mx AT)=rankR(t>(A—t~1 AΎ) on x^[a, 1)—
{xly x2, •••, xr}. Then by [6, Corollary 5.2],

ωa) = lim sig

lim sign A~(ωx) = lim sign A~(ωx), i = 1, •••, r—ί
x+x. + O ^ f + Γ °

and

lim sign A~(ωx) = lim sign A~(ωx) = cri (^4).
*->*_+0 Λ->1-0

Thus

sign ((1-J»«) i l + ( l - ω . ) ̂ τ ) = sign ^"(ωβ) = sign ^"(ωβ) = Σ σj(i4) .

This completes the proof.

1.8. Proof of Proposition 1.3. For simplicity, we use the following nota-
tions:

= sign(Lίm)\<k>m), k = 0, 1, .-, m-\ ,

= Σ ί

Note that <0>w= {0} for all tn. We have to show σ y

First we consider the case when n is odd. In this case, H2c~ι and HI"1
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split into the orthogonal sums

mn-1 = ζi! «k\, ±<-ky2n)) ±<n>2n

and

with respect to L(cn) and L(c} respectively. By Proposition 1.2 and the fact

(t) <r<2k>2tt = σ<k\ = σ<£>,, where 0<q<p, (p, q) = 1 and gr/p = &

which is derived from Lemma 1.5, we have

o^Cn\Myω) = signL(

c

2Λ)-2sign W
n-l C«-l)/2

= ( Σ
k=l
Cn-ϊ)/2

= 2 Σ (
Note that σ<Jkym=σ(—kym by (f) and Lemma 1.7. If the Alexander poly-
nomial A'y{t) = άtt{A—tAΎ)^Rζty has no 2rt-th root of unity, then, by (t) and
Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7, we have

2n = signZr(** */«)

- sign ((l-e-^A / Λ) A+{l-e*ik/n) AΎ)

for all k=l, 2, ••-, w, where A is a linking matrix on H=HX(V\ R). So we have

σ<2&— l>2n—σ<2*>2n=— %_!, ft=l, 2, •••, (it—1)/2. Furthermore, by [6, Main

Theorem], σ<n> 2 Λ=σ<l> 2=σ ;(M)=Σ5lJ ίy. Therefore

Next we consider the case when n is even. In this case, He1'1 and Hn

c~
ι

split into the orthogonal sums

and
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respectively. By the same argument as in the odd case, we have

σ^\MyW) = sign L(

c

2">-2sign W

= ( Σ 2<K*>2B+<r<«>2κ)-2 (C"Σ'*2σ<k\+σ<nl2>u)

= 2(

k=l k=l

Cn-2)/2

( Σ (
C«-2)/2 «-2 «-l

= 2(- Σ %-i+Σ*y)-Σ
(«-2)/2 «-l

This completes the proof.

EXAMPLE 1.9. Let k be a knot in S3 and M=M(k) denote S3 surgered
along k with framing zero. Then M is a homology handle. Let iί? be the
infinite cyclic cover of M associated with any generator <y of H\M; Z). The
quadratic form of M on H\M\ R) (see [4, p. 186] for the definition) in the present
case is non-singular (cf. [5, p. 99]).

If k is a trefoil knot, then H\M] R)^R<t>l(t2-t+l). Thus σ\/2(M)=±2

and σt(M) = Q for αΦ 1/2 (c/. [9, Assertion 11] or [5, Lemma 1.4]). By Corollary

1.4, we have σ^fC2:>(Myω)=σ'ι/2{M)=^z2. This result can be obtained from a
direct calculation of the quadratic form by using a mapping torus structure of
M(k)y(2) (cf. [10, p. 333]). Furthermore, if k is the £-fold connected sum of
trefoil knot, then the quadratic form of M is the orthogonal sum of g copies of

the form of trefoil knot. Thus σί/2(M(k)) = ±2g and σί(M(k))=0 for aΦl/2.

By Corollary 1.4, σ^2\M(k)y(2))=σi/2{M(k))=±2g, which of course coincides
with the result obtained from the calculation using the mapping torus structure
of M(k)yω.

2. Types of Imbeddings

Throughout this section, M is a closed, connected, oriented 3-manifold and
W a closed, connected 4-manifold. We consider imbeddings/: M—*W.

First note that / has at least two types according to whether W—fM is
connected or not. We say that / is of type I (resp. type II) if W—fM is con-
nected (resp. disconnected). We can characterize the type I or II imbedding
by examining the homomorphism /*: H3(M; Z^)^>HZ(W\ Z2). If / * φ θ then /
is of type I, and if f*=Q then/ is of type II and W—fM has exactly two com-
ponents. This is stated in [8] in the case when W is orientable, and Kawauchi's
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proof is valid for non-orientable 4-manifold W. Note that the coefficient of the
(co-)homology in [8, p. 171] is Z2.

For the rest of this section we assume that W is non-orientable, and classify
the types of/: M->Wmore in detail. Let p: W-^Wbe the orientation double
covering of W.

Type I imbedding. A type I imbedding / is called two-sided or one-sided
according as the normal bundle of/is trivial or not.

If/ is of type I and one-sided (called type 1^, we have two cases according
as W—fM is orientable or not. These two cases may be characterized by the
types of the imbedding M=p~\fM)dW. That is, W—fM is non-orientable
(resp. orientable) if and only if MaW is of type I (resp. type II). Thus we
say that / is of type lx-\ (resp. type I:-2) if W—fM is non-orientable (resp.
orientable).

If/ is of type I and two-sided (called type I2), then / can be lifted to two
imbeddings / : M->PΪ^, each of which is of type I. [To see that / is of type I,
note that there is a loop a in W which intersects fM transversely in a single
point. If a preserves orientation, then one of the lifts of a to W intersects
fM transversely in a single point. Thus / * φ θ : H3(M; Z2)^H3(W; Z2), which
means / is of type I. If a reverses orientation, then, by using the loop p~x a>
we can do the same argument as above and have the same conclusion.]

Type II imbedding. Assume/is of type II. Let Wl9 W2 be the components
of W—fM. Since W is non-orientable and M is connected, we have the fol-
lowing two cases:

a) both Wx and W2 are non-orientable,
b) one of Wx and W2 is orientable and the other is non-orientable.

The type II imbedding/ can be lifted to two imbeddings / : M-+W. Take any
one of them. Then it is easily seen that a) (resp. b)) is equal to the condition
that / is of type I (resp. / is of type II). From this, in case a) (resp. b)) we say
that/is of type II—1 (resp. type II--2).

3. Proof of Theorem

Throughout this section, for a manifold X with boundary, DX denotes the
double of X. For a closed oriented 3-manifold M equipped with an element

<γEΞH\M; Z\ we define τϊ(M)=ΣU(..i] σί(M) for all «G [-1, 1] (cf. [8]). We
denote by κf(M) the rank of the kernel of the homomorphism t— 1: HX(M\ Z)->
H^M; Z), where Mis the infinite cyclic cover of M associated with γ and t:
Hλ(M\ Z)-^HX{M\ Z) is the automorphism induced from the generator specified
by 7 of the group of covering transformations on M {cf. [8]).

For the rest of this section, M denotes a closed, connected, oriented 3-
manifold and W denotes a compact, connected 4-manifold. Let M° denote the
once punctured M. Recall that an element <γ^H\DM°) Z) is called Z2-asym-
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metric if the mod 2 reduction y(2)^H1(DM°; Z2) of γ satisfies p*(γ(2)) Φ γ(2)
for the standard reflection p of DM0 ([8, p. 179]). Theorem 3.1 of [8] can be
extended to the case of orientable 4-manifold W with boundary.

Lemma 3.1, Assume that W is orientable and ΘPFΦ0. If M° is imbedded
in W, then βx{M\ Z)<sβ2{W\ Z2) or there is a Z2-asymmetήc indivisible element
γGfffDM0; Z) such that for all α e [ - l , 1]

\τt(DM0) I -4(DM°)^2β2(W; Z).

Proof. Applying [8, Theorem 3.1] to the imbedding M°c W cDW, we have
the above conclusion. Note that β2(DW; Z)=2β2(W; Z), β2(DW; Z2)=2β2

(W; Z2) and signDW=0.

We then think of non-orientable case.

Lemma 3.2. Assume W is non-orientαble and closed. Let f: M-^W be an
imbedding.

(1) /// is of type I2 or Π-\} then ft(M; Z)<β2(W; Z2) or there is a Z2-
asymmetric indivisible element γ e i ϊ ^ D M 0 ; Z) such that for all α G [ - l , 1]

Iτt(DMQ) I -4(DM°)<β2(W; Z)+β2(W; Z2).

(2) /// is of type II-2, then 2β1{M; Z)<β2(W; Z)+β2{W; Z2) or there is
an indivisible element y^H1^; Z) such that for all α e [ - l , 1]

; Z)+β2(W; Z2).

Proof. Let W be the orientation double cover of W. As seen in section
2, each imbedding of above types has a lift / : M-+W. Applying [8, Theorems
2.1, 3.1] to / and noting the following lemma and the fact that sign W=0
[because W admits an orientation-reversing involution], we have the result.

Lemma 3.3. Let X be a compact manifold and X be arty double cover of
X. Then βk(X; Z)<βk(X; Z)<βk(X; Z)+βk(X; Z2) and βk(l; Z2)<2βk

(X, Z2) for all k.

Proof. By the transfer argument, we have βk(X\ Z)<sβk(X\ Z). The
inequality βk(X\ Z)<,βk{X\ Z)+βk(X; Z2) is the case d=2 of [1, Proposition
1.3]. The inequality βk{X] Z2)<2βk(X; Z2) is readily obtained from the exact
sequence of Smith homology groups used in the proof of [1, Proposition 1.3].

In the case of type Ix imbedding, we cannot use [8, Theorem 2.1, 3.1] as
in the proof of Lemma 3.2. But for certain M an estimation like Lemma 3.2
can be obtained by using the consequence of Section 1. For each positive
integer r, consider the class <3l(r) of 3-manifolds consisting of the connected
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sums of r homology handles:

= {Af = # M,; M, is a 3-manifold withH^(M{; Z)^H*(S2χSι\ Z), Vή .
i 1i — 1

Especially we have a subclass <3tt'{r) of c3fί(r) consisting of all M = # / β l Mf- such

that each M, is S3 surgered along a knot with framing zero (cf. Example 1.9).

Note that, for any M(Ξ3H(r) and any j^IP(M; Z), A1(M)=σ\M) and κ[(M)

= 0 (cf. [3]). For an (oriented) homology handle M> we denote by σ(M) (resp.

σa(M)) the signature σΊ(M) (resp. the local signature σl(M)) associated with any

generator γ of IP(M; Z). [Note that σ\M)=σ-\M) and oi(M)=σ7*(M).]

Lemma 3.4. Let W be as in Lemma 3.2. Let M= # f e i Mf be the con-
nected sum of homology handles Mh / = 1, 2, •••, r. If M is type Ix imbedded in W,
then r<xβ2(W\ Z2) or there are numbers (l<)iui2, •••, ip> ip+u •••, iq(^r) such that

Σ Σ fyβίgn(α)σβ(M<i)+ Σ ^
j=l -l<α<l y=ί+l

Sj=l, or — l , y = l , 2, « ,9.

Proof. Assume that M is type Iλ imbedded in W. We think M is a sub-
manifold of W. If p: W-+W is the orientation double covering of W, then
M{2)=p~ι M e IF is a double cover of M.

Since the mod 2 reduction H\M; Z)^®Ui Z->H\M\ Z2)^@Uι Z.2 is
onto, any double cover of M is associated with the mod 2 reduction ψ ^ e ί f 1

(M; Z2) of some ψ^Hι(M; Z). For each i = l , 2, •••, r, the restriction ψ(2) \M{

is the δ, multiple of the generator of H\Mi\ Z2)^Z2y where δ, = 0 or 1. Thus
we denote ψ(2) by ψ[δχ, •••, δ r]. m

We may assume M ( 2 ) is the double cover corresponding to t/r[l, •••, 1, 0, •••, 0]
by permuting the indices if necessary. Then M ( 2 ) is diffeomorphic to

(# M52>) # ( # M, ) # ( # M, ) # (Vs*xS ι ),
ι = l ί = m + l i = ι» + l

where M^2) denotes the unique (up to equivalence) double cover of Ms.
Put ΛΪ=(#?. i Af} 2 ))#(#ί_ - +i M,). Since ΛdΓ0 is imbedded in M(2> nat-

urally, M° can be imbedded into W. Applying Theorem 3.1 of [8] and using
Lemma 3.3, we have r<.β2{W; Z2) or there is a 2Γ2-asymmetric indivisible ele-
ment ή(ΞH\DU0; Z) such that | σ\DJU°) | <β2{W; Z)+β2(W; Z2). (Note that

Since JDΛ4Γ0=[#r-i(MP)#-Mf>)]#[#ί.w+1(M,.#-M ί)]> we have
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where ^ is the restriction of η to the i-th summand, i— 1,2, •••, r. Let
{ίj\ l<j<p} (resp. {ij\ p-\-l<j<?}) be the set of all integers i between 1 and
m (resp. m~\-\ and r) such that the restriction η{ of η is still j^-asymmetric.
Then by [8, Lemma 1.3] we have

for some £,<= {1, -1} , j = l , 2, ••, £, where γWζΞH\M™ \Z)s*Z is the element

defined, as in section 1, by a generator γ ί y of Hί{Mij\ Z)yj=l, 2, * ,^. Com-

pare the proof of [8, Theorem 3.2]. Since σ^2)(M<2))=Σ-i<β<i sign (a) σa{Mt)

by Corollary 1.4, this implies the inequality (*). This completes the proof.

We now prove Theorem.

3.5. Proof of Theorem for orientable 4-manifold W. Assume that W is
compact, connected and orientable. If W is closed, then Theorem is an im-
mediate consequence of [8, Theorem 3.2] showing that, for sufficiently large rQ

and for all r>r0, certain elements of JM'(r) cannot be imbedded in W. If W
is bounded, then Lemma 3.1 implies Theorem by the same argument as the
proof of [8, Theorem 3.2].

3.6. Proof of Theorem for non-orientable 4-manifold W. Assume first
that W is closed, connected and non-orientable. Let M[g] be S3 surgered
along the £-fold connected sum of trefoil knot with framing zero. Recall that,
for any generator γ e f f ( M [ ί ] ; Z ) « Z , ΛM[g])=σ^(M[g]ii2))=±2g (cf.
Example 1.9).

From now on, assume M— #5«i Λf [&•]. We show that if M is imbedded
in W, then one of the following conditions holds:

(1) r<β2{W;Z2).
(2) For some numbers (1<Ξ) iu i2, •••, ίs ( ^ 0 and for some choice of £, e

{1, — 1}, j = l , 2, —, sy the inequality

+- +£sgis\ <β2(W; Z)+β2(W; Z2)

holds.

In fact, if M is type Ix imbedded in W> then, by Lemma 3.4, we obtain the
desired result. If M is type I2 or II—1 imbedded in W, then, by Lemma 3.2-
(1), we have the above result. Compare the proof of Lemma 3.4. If M is
type II-2 imbedded in W, then by Lemma 3.2-(2) we have r<,[β2(W; Z)+
β2(W\ Z2)]IZ or the above condition (2) holds. Note that for an indivisible ele-
ment y<=H\M; Z), if M[gi.]yj=ly 2, -•, s, l<z*1</2< < z s < r are the all sum-
mands of M such that 7 |M[£<y] is an odd multiple of a generator of /F(Λf [&J;
Z)^Z} we have
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τU(M) = σ\M) = 2(εlgil+ε2gi2+-+ε,gls)

for some £, e {1, —1} (cf. [8, Lemma 1.3]).

Thus, if we take ro=β2(W; Z2), then for all r>r0 and for {g, };=i such that

gi>βz{W; Z2) and gi>β2(W; Z2)+ ΣgJt i = 2, 3, - , r ,
y=i

M = # JLi M[gi] cannot be imbedded in W. This implies Theorem for closed
non-orientable 4-manifold W.

To have Theorem for non-orientable 4-manifold W with boundary, we
have only to use the doubling technique as in the orientable case. The proof
of Theorem is completed.
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